ART. 438]
A SYSTEM OF  CONDUCTORS.
227
A-^^A^B^ in the figure of Art. 426 and the other four are on the opposite side of the plane of xz. The coordinates of these are ±#, ±2/, ±« and the charges numerically equal. After inversion with regard to any point Z> the planes become orthogonal spheres. We may thus find the law of distribution on the external surface of three orthogonal spheres at potential zero when acted on by an external electrical point JE^.
The three coordinate planes and a sphere whose centre is the origin are level surfaces at zero potential of sixteen points, viz., the eight described above and their inverse points with regard to the sphere. By inverting this system with regard to any point D we find the distribution on four orthogonal surfaces at potential zero when acted on by an external electrical point F1.
By proceeding as in Art. 427, we deduce the law of distribution when the conductor is insulated and not acted on by an external electrical point. Finally, by superimposing the two distributions thus arrived at, we obtain the law of distribution when the conductor is insulated and acted on by the external electrical point F1 .
438.    Theory   of  a   system   of conductors.     Let   Alt
Az,...An be a system of insulated conductors, each being external to all the others. Let pn, p^,... be the potentials due to a charge unity given to Al9 the others being uncharged. In the same way let p2l) p^j ... be the potentials when a charge unity is given to A2 alone, and so on. If we give to A± alone a charge E! or to A* alone a charge E2, &c. these potentials will be respectively multiplied by Elt E2, &c. Superimposing these states of equilibrium, we see that the potentials inside A^ A%t &c. when charged with E1} E.2) &c. are respectively
Vl=pVLEl+pyLEa+'...}
V9=PuE1+p*Es+... I .................. (1).
&c. = &c.                         J
If we now solve these equations we have a second set of linear equations which we represent by
(2).
&c. =&c.
The coefficients _pu, plz, &c. and qu, gia, &c. depend only on the forms and relative positions of the conductors in the field and are independent of the charges given to them.
The coefficients qu, q.^, &c. (in which the two numbers forming the suffix are the same) are called the electric capacities of the bodies Alt Az, &c. The capacity of a conductor may be defined to be its charge when its own potential is unity and that of every other conductor in the field is zero.
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